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Vulnerability of the Aurora Subglacial Basin (ASB)
• Mostly grounded below sea-level, corresponding to a sea-level contribution
of at least 5.1 m [Greenbaum et al., 2015].

ASB

• Previous susceptibility to large-scale grounding line retreat [Aitken et al.,
2016].
• Estimated to dominate future mass losses from the East Antarctic Ice Sheet
(EAIS) [Pelle et al., 2020].
• Warm modified Circumpolar Water (mCDW) consistently observed along the
continental shelf [Bindoff et al., 2000; Williams et al., 2011].
• Drains primarily through the Totten Glacier:
• contains 3.5 – 3.9 m of global sea-level potential [Greenbaum et al., 2015; Li et
al., 2015];
• observed to be the most rapidly thinning glacier in East Antarctic, losing
approximately 7 Gt a-1 in recent years at an accelerating pace [Li et al., 2016];
• experiences high basal melt rates compared to rest of EAIS [Rignot et al., 2013];
• glacier & grounding line dynamics highly sensitive to sub-shelf ocean
temperatures [Pritchard et al., 2012];
• allows potential access underneath the ice shelf for deep intrusions of mCDW to
reach present grounding lines [Greenbaum et al., 2015].

Number of models in ensemble that project > 1 m
grounded ice thinning in EAIS by 2100 [Pelle et al.,
2020].

Importance of the ASB ice – bed interface
• The properties & structure of the interface zone between the ice sheet & the
bedrock has been well-documented to critically impact ice dynamics &
evolution within other sectors of Antarctica & Greenland [e.g. Bingham &
Siegert, 2009; MacGregor et al., 2016].
• Recent studies have begun to highlight local subglacial controls within the
ASB:
• Li et al. (2015) identified 7 x 8 km2 “ice plain” immediately upstream of the SW
section of the Totten grounding line – flat bed topography with ice grounded
close to hydrostatic equilibrium estimated to be prone to rapid retreat. Also
uncovers “ice rumple” feature near the main grounding zone;
• Li et al. (2016) observed 1-3 km grounding line retreat between 1996 – 2013
within the ice plain region, immediately preceding a 10 ± 5 % increase in glacier
velocity;
• Roberts et al. (2017) used satellite imaging to locate two ice rumples in same SW
portion of Totten Glacier, which apply backstress & slow the local ice sheet
velocity – topographic features suggested to strongly modulate Totten ice
dynamics;
• Pelle et al. (2020) simulated centennial grounding line retreat & mass balance
changes for EAIS: greatest variation in model predictions around ice plain & ice
rumple; also showed that future ASB ice outflow highly dependent on grounding
line dislodgement from ice plain region;
• McCormack et al. (2020) linked grounding line variation in ocean forced
simulations of Totten to ice rumple acting as pinning point on the ice shelf.

Above: left) Landsat images of Totten; right) along-flow strain
rate – white arrows identify ice rumples [Roberts et al., 2017].
Below: Bed topography of ice plain & ice rumple cause
greatest variations in estimated 2100 grounding line [Pelle et
al., 2020].
Red box (previous slide) shows map extent.
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Future Research Focus
• Many properties of the basal zone of the ASB, such as sediment layer
characteristics & subglacial hydrology, still remain poorly understood
(especially upstream of Totten Glacier) due to the current reliance on remote
sensing observations.
• Passive seismology techniques have already been extensively applied in
Greenland & other regions of Antarctica in order to infer features at the ice
sheet-bedrock interface [e.g. Smith et al., 2013; Mordret et al., 2016].
• For this new project, we propose to:
1. Collate all existing remote & in-situ observational data within the ASB sector in
order to describe the present state of understanding & uncertainty regarding
the ASB basement;
2. Apply various inference methods on existing datasets to constrain currently
unknown basal properties;
3. Carry out simulations, using newly developed seismic waveform modelling tools,
to understand how rapid-deployment seismic recordings could complement
other approaches in mapping the character of the ice sheet-bedrock interface;
4. Guide future seismic instrumentation placement through our results that will
inform future monitoring of vulnerable locations.

Above: Bed topography from Morlighem et al., 2020.
Below: Ice velocities from Rignot et al., 2017.
Black area (slide 2) shows map extent.

Thanks for your interest & time!
• As a new PhD candidate at the University of Tasmania, I’d be very grateful & interested to hear
any ideas, comments or feedback that anyone may have, so please feel free to contact me during
the session, or at anytime directly via email:
ian.kelly@utas.edu.au
• Looking forward to chatting with everyone & (hopefully) meeting in person in the near future!
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